Two cousins with partial trisomy 12q and monosomy 12p recombinants of a familial pericentric inversion of the chromosome 12.
Partial trisomy 12q and monosomy 12p lead to multiple malformation syndromes. Instead of trisomy 12q that has been reported as a clinically identifiable syndrome, monosomy 12p is characterized by a wide phenotypic spectrum. We report two cousins suffering from severe mental retardation, seizures, and dysmorphic features related to a trisomy 12q24.3-->qter and a monosomy 12p13-->pter resulting from a familial pericentric inversion of chromosome 12. In an attempt to improve the clinical delineation of these two syndromes, we compared our two patients with previous reports of these aneusomies. This review emphasizes the high frequency of familial translocations, including a breakpoint at 12q24 involved in trisomy 12q whereas monosomy 12p occurs most frequently de novo. Despite the poor specificity of the signs, this comparison allowed us to determine the clinical features present in more than 20% of patients with trisomy 12q or monosomy 12p. We particularly emphasize some consistent leading features of monosomy 12p, including microcephaly, dental, cardio-vascular, extremity, and sensorial abnormalities, initially not reported as recurrent in this syndrome.